Major scales
- How many sharps or flats are in each key
- Key spelling
- Scale degree identification

Diatonic triads
- Letter name and quality identification
- Spell Root, 3rd, and 5th
- Diatonic triad Roman Numerals
- Inversion symbols
- Inversion spelling

7th chords
- Diatonic 7th chord Roman Numerals
- Spell Root, 3rd, 5th, and 7th
- Letter name and quality identification

Diatonic chord rules
- Which chords can go to which chords
- Cadence types

Modes
- Major mode names and numbers
- Mode description

Secondary Dominants
- Spell secondary dominant chords
- Identify secondary dominant chords

Minor Scales
- Spell harmonic and melodic minor scales in all keys

Sight Rhythms
- Identify 8th and 16th note sight rhythm letters

Oral Exam
- Scale degree identification
- Major scale spelling
- Triad identification (V of C)
- Triad spelling